COPYRIGHT NOTICE PRESS KIT VIDEODAGBOEK / VIDEO DIARY

The video’s, *From diary to camera* and the *trailer*, are provided to you to allow for proper reporting on this new series only. The copyright to the Material is held by Anne Frank Stichting/Anne Frank House.

The Clip from the series *Anne Frank video diary* is based on the written works of Anne Frank. In certain countries like the USA, Mexico and Spain, copyrights, moral rights and/or other rights to these works of Anne Frank may be held by third parties, not under control of the Anne Frank Stichting/Anne Frank House. You should verify whether copyrights in the Anne Frank works still exist, and if so, if you can rely on a copyright limitation, before publishing these clips. The Anne Frank Stichting/Anne Frank House is not responsible, and cannot be held liable, for any third party claims resulting from the publication, dissemination or reproduction of the clips by you.